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This puzzle was set without
clue directions as a spinning
jigsaw for The RNIB 3D
Crosswords Cup 2013 held
October 12th Penderel’s Oak,
Holborn. See October Extra.
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Seven Dials Mystery
Numbered Grid

It is repeated here with full
directions, all veils removed.
It chages the puzzle from
extremely tough to
accessible.

Circular, C, solutions run in a
clockwise direction around the
outside of dials. Diametric, Di,
solutions start from the edge
of a dial passing through the
centre to the other side.
Down,d, solutions are
conventional.
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Dial 8 Solutions
Whodunnit? Where and
how?
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(See solution on how they fit
in the dial.)
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RNIB 3D Crosswords Cup 2013
The Seven Dials Mystery
A Conventional Crossword in Three Dimensions
Clues are arranged in alphabetical order of their solutions. Four solutions do not fit
in the main seven dial grid. They slot into an eighth dial in whimsical fashion.
1

1d Champion one church: 'Super' makes bungle. Endeavour
conceals delight (3:4)

2

31Di Parisian detective ignoring Murder Investigation Team,
uses end of pipe to strike a match (5)

3

34Di Bend oar with little thanks transporting vessel (5)

4

12d Like each nautical position: witch has short cackle at start of
“Gremlins” (4:3)

5

6d Onetime Scottish racecourse: bound with ecstasy into dance
area (3:4)

6

Dial8 Feature of loose tennis shorts allows room for movement
(8)

7

37Di Agent's long time in captivity (7)

8

40Di Chandler's works cast light in a wicked world (7)

9

20Di Divulge secrets after tea with whisky following rapidly after
beer perhaps (7)

10

14Di Hinted at theme giving nothing away (5)

11

7Di Columbo's eliminating Luxembourg ring in searches (5)

12

39C-6 One could kill Mick changing top for Penny (6)

13

25Di Novel – “The Lady in White” (7)

14

16Di Uses dead reckoning here? Dalziel initially in braces (7)

15

30Di “In reality”, Frost declared oddly (in both cases) “They’re all
mixed up in it.” (2,5)

16

41Di “Egad! Did you arrive holding this cushion?” (5)
(Collins spelling)

17

23Di Reptile with silver back turning over rubbish (5)

18

32Di Fancy a free large tea? Wake up and smell the coffee! (3,4)

19

11d Moral reprobate in hooker action: tenor unconscious three
times a day on prescription (4:3)

20

24Di Victim's blood found here very quickly (2,1,4)

21 5Di Forced Clampett to take setter back to motorway (7)
22 9d Understand about urge to make room for Nigella perhaps (7)
23 33Di Book room for one telling story about brother? Yes! (7)
24 26Di Late U-turn over treating (degenerative) macula ----(5)
25 Dial8 Shoot wide, tense about bloody game bird (4,8)
26 15Di Chap on the fiddle dishes horse before being dismissed (7)
27 13d Comparatively keen celebrity in bad publicity (7)
28 2Di Normal spelling of Monica without a fuss (5)
29 8d Rode carelessly into Baltic river: bark “Gimme money
back!”(4:3)
30 4C Suspect cheapskate capon is dressed as game bird (7-8)
31 4d Feet in Latin speed dance: Monsieur Poirot possesses little
standard English (5:2)
32 38C-6 Following lead find hot music for Scots head-banger (6)
33 Dial8 Especially valued fruit (4)
34 21Di Indicate servant holds reservation (7)
35 27Di 'Monumental feature on well preserved body!' Bond's boss
noted in logbook, parking in reverse (7)
36 35Di Straight lines that go round in circles (5)
37 Dial8 Turner composition of vicar meeting Cromwell currently
missing (8)
38 28Di Twisted tiara to make rope (5)
39 18Di Having got up siren goes off (5)
40 36C-4 Pore all over hanging matter (4)

41

10Di Unwanted emailer that could turn nuts and kill Poles
swapping with little French chaps (7)

42

17Di Examination room (5)

43

3d This youth takes 'ump making a great deal: Chandler's
private eye left out need to pay for a month (4:3)

44

19C I told you so: never confuse gender issue with envious
visitor to “Tudor Close” (3,8,5)

45

22Di Sven and I terrorised neighbourhood (5)

46

29C 1888 unsolved murder suspect – try the Hall Wimsey!
(9,7)

47

29Di Animal cry makes Western fight start out (5)

